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Abstract: Aim:- The aim of the study is to use shear modulus and sound touch elastosonography for 

retrospective study of 43 consecutive women with breast lumps to differentiate  between malignant and benign 

lesions. 

Methods:- Elastosonography  provides a noninvasive evaluation of the stiffness of a lesion. Strain and shear 

wave elastosonography improves the possibility of differentiating benign from malignant lesions there by 

limiting recourse to biopsy. 

Result:- The parameters of sound touch elastosonography provide valuable data for the evaluation of Breast  

lesions. The histopathological result obtained from operative excisions was used as the reference standard. 

Malignant lesions were 11.63%, benign 81.40% chronic inflammation4.65% lobular hyperplasia 2.32%. 

Analysis of elastosonograhy showed better accuracy and valuable tool for early diagnosis of small breast 

lesions. Elastosonography show high specificity, accuracy and confidence limit for differentiation of benign and 

malignant breast lesions. The size of the lesions ranged from 10mm to 70mm with a mean size of 22+-1mm. All 

malignant lesions had normalized shear strain area greater than 1.3. The elastosonography diagnostic 

sensitivity specificity and accuracy were 90%, 85% and 89% respectively. 

Conclusion:- Elastosonography show high sensitivity, high specificity and accuracy for differentiation of benign 

and malignant breast lesions. Elastosonography is important for the diagnosis of small breast lesions. The 

present findings revealed that a higher elasticity proportion were more likely to be benign diseases. 
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I. Introduction 
Breast cancer is the most common invasive cancer worldwide. Mammography and ultrasonography are 

two sensitive diagnostic methods routinely used in clinical setting to evaluate breast lumps. Elastosonography is 

a non-invasive technique in which stiffness or strain images are used to detect and classify anatomical areas with 

different elasticity patterns [1]. Elastosonography is regarded as a fundamental adjunct to diagnostic tool for 

ultrasound imaging [2][3]. A difference in the rise of tumor between B- mode and elastosonography imaging 

and the differential color patterns showing different grayscale distribution in the elastosonography images 

appear to be the new characteristics that allow distinguish benign from malignant lesion [4]. Shear wave 

elastosonography provides stiffness measurement by displaying the shear wave propagation speed of the tissue, 

shear modulus and Young’s modulus[5][6]. A high Young’s modulus is used to quantity the stiffness. For a 

linear, elastic isotropic medium Young’s modulus € can be estimated by     

                                                                             €=3G=3þCS
2
 

Where G is the shear modulus that quantities the medium shape changes, þ is the density and CS is the 

speed of shear wave [7][8][9]. Sound Touch Quantification directly performs quantitative measurement tissue 

stiffness to assess elasticity values [10] 

 

II.  Material & Methods: 
This retrospective study was approved by our institutional review board. All the patients were examined by 

same radiologist in Millennium Scan Pvt. Ltd Patna using Sound Touch Elastosonography and Axial Shear 

strain imaging on Siemens Ultrasound system. The breast was scanned with the patient in the Supine position 

with her ipsi lateral hand behind her head. Freehand compression of up to 10% was utilized for acquiring data 

loops. The axial strain and the axial component of the shear strain tensor were approximated to obtain images 

and corresponding correlation coefficient maps the strain ratio was measured by determining the average strain 

measured in a lesion and comparing it to the average strain of a similar area of fatty tissue in the adjacent breast 

tissue in the adjacent breast tissue. Between July 2010 and April 2019 data analyzed from 43 patients 

demonstrate good differentiation between benign fibro adenoma and malignant masses utilizing the axial shear 
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component images. Pathological analysis of the breast lump samples were obtained via biopsy or surgery. The 

statistical analysis was done by SPSS 17.0 and scatter gram plotted.  

 

III. Result 
The Clinical analysis of consented patients means age of 33 years (Range 20-70 years) with 13.95% 

bilateralism. The size of the lesions ranged from 10mm to 70mm with a mean size of 22+-1mm. Table 1 shows 

pathological diagnosis of breast lesions with Malignancy in 11.63%, Benign Lesions 81.40% and Lobular 

Hyperplasia in 2.32%. Fig 1 presents a scatter plot of the normalized area of the normalized axial – shear strain 

values. Most fibro adenoma exhibits a feature value smaller than and all 5 cancers exhibit features values 

greaten than 1. We set the discriminate value to be1.3. The overall elastosonography diagnostic sensitivity 90%, 

specificity 85% and accuracy was 89%. Elastosonography provides more evidence in diagnosis of small breast 

lesion and BIRADS Type IV.  

 

Table 1 Pathological Diagnosis of 43 Breast Lesions 
Pathological Diagnosis No of items % 

Malignant lesions 5 11.63 

Benign Lesions 35 81.40 

Chronic inflammation 2 4.65 

Lobular Hyperplasia 1 2.32 

Total 43 100.00 

 Young’s modulus had been used to assess the stiffness of lesions. Ophiretal raised the concept of      

elastosoography in 1991 
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IV. Discussion and Conclusion 
The elasticity pattern reflects the histology of a tumor. Most malignant breast lesions are characterized 

by dense interstitial fibrosis [11]. Benign lesions such as fibro adenoma show hyperplasia of the glandular 

epithelium cells and the stoma cells rich in mucopolysaccharides, therefore imparting a relatively loose texture 

[12][13]. My results are in agreement with the observations made by Krouskop et al (1998), which showed that 

the levels of elastic stiffness varied with different breast issue. Elastosonography involves the use of the elastic 

properties of malignant of benign lesions in relation to the normal glands [14]. The present findings revealed 

that a higher elasticity proportion was more lively to be found the benign lesions [15][16]. Elasticity score and 

strain ratio were the two types of elastosonography interpretation parameters analyzed in my study and strain 

ratio diagnostic performances was better in quantifying tissue stiffen. Elastosonography provides more evidence 

to diagnose small breast [17][18]. The axial strain image provides information on the dimension of the tumor 

with sound strain contrast which is utilized to normalize the axial shear strain features [19]. The axial-shear 

strain images provide information to improve the performance of breast tumor classification [20].The clinical 

value of elastosonography depends on its ability to minimize false negative results (Farrokh et at 2013). Based 

on the categories described by BI-RADS, the breast lesions unclean investigation were clarified as : Type 3 

Benign ; Type 4 suspicions abnormality and category 5, highly suggestive of malignancy, elastosonography 

provides more evidence to diagnosing small levees lesions as shown by the higher specificity and accuracy 

values [21][22]. Siemens STE/STQ for shear wave elastosonography offers a new method for obtaining 

quantitative tissue elastic information based on the ultra-wide beam tracking impeding platform to facilitate 

clinical diagnosis. The usefulness of breast elastosonography has been confirmed particularly in small nodules 

complex cyst or cysts with a corpuscular content. Elastosonography has a significant vole in the management of 

modules 5mm which are visible on the us images but not on mammography [23][24]. 

My study had several short comings first, the study had less sample size, secondly, meticulous 

quantification of tissue stiffener tumor vascularity by using spectral analysis was not performed finally, 
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performance of the elastosonography was not straight forward because multi factorial factors much as breast 

size, density, depth and proximity of a lesson to the nipple areola complex is difficult to assess. 

Elastosonography is a new technique which provide both G & S data of a lesion, the G data evaluate the lesion’s 

stiffness, whereas, the S data assess the outer 1 mm of the lesions. S data can help to identity the ‘”stiff rim” 

sign in elastosonography.  

In conclusion elastosonography is a valuable tool for early diagram of small breast lesions and 

BIRADS Type IV lesions. Elastosonography combined with convectional ultrasound may potentially increase 

confidence limit readily final element of breast lesions and help avoid recommendation for lesions [25]. 
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